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SCtENCE EDUCATION IN TWO-YEAR COLLEGE'S:

. SOCIOLOGY

Two-year community and junior colleges enroll more than four mil-

lion students, one-thiisd of all students in AmeriC.an higher'edUcation.

Current figures show that 40 percent of all first-time, full-tim students

are in two-year colleges. When the people beginning ;college as part-time

students and those attending the two-year college concurrently'with or

subsequent to their enrolling in a senior institution are,added to this

number, the first-year stude'nts taking two-year college-cpurses approx-

imate two-thirds of all freshmen.
1

In addition to size, community colleges, with their open-door ad-
,

mission polic, have attracted an extremely diverse student population

who enroll .in a wide range of courses (transfer, occupational, remedial,

continuing education, community service, and terminal degree). The size .

and diversity of the community college student population has tmportant

implications for those ebncerned with transfer-oriented sociology educa-

tiolijas well as for those concerned.with raising the general level of

so94blogical literacy.

/ This monograph is part of a.National Science Foundation (NSF) spon-

wed study of science education in community, junior, and technical,

, colleges in the United States. 4The study, conducted by the Center for

the Study of Community Colleges, was designed to provide a comprehensive

picture of curriculum and instruction in the too-year col,lege. A liter-

ature review of the most, important ,studies of two-year college science

education was conduCted to determine what was-alrea* known about cUrricu-
.

lum" ;and instruction .in the sciences (agriculturew-biology, engineering,

mathematics and computer sciences, chemistry, earth and space sciences,

phyiics, interdisciplinary studies, anthropology, psychology, sociology,

and economics). CurriculUm data were gathered from the catalogues and

class schedules of a representative.nat al sample of 175 colleges. A

.
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random sample of science instructors in the 175 colleges were surveyed to

determine instructional practices and to obtaip some information on the

science faculty: ,
This monograph is concerned with the current state of socio)Ogy

eplucation in two-year colleges. The field will be broken into two areas,

curriculum and insItructi9n, and each section will review the pertinent

literatutie, report the findings of the Center for the Study of Community

Colleges study, and discuss trends and implications stemming from both .

the literature and the 'data. ,A complete description of the methodologies

empl4ed in this study is available from the ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior

Colllies, UCLA, 96 Powell Library, Los Angeles, California 90024.
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' 'PART

THE WRRICULUM

Sociology is wwidely accepted part of the curriculum in every level

of higher education, despite the fact hat as a disOpline ii is one of the

"younger" sciences. Dyring-thé. tumbltuous social uphlavals this country

experienc0 in the 1960s the discipline of'sociology took on great esteem

and popularity as the populace iought logical explanations to the problems

and crises confronting society. Course off9rings expanded, sociology

faculties grew;;and shOrtages of qualified sociologists were projected

for the future.

Yet, as the social fires thA raged-in the '60s slowly codled, many

. of the social problems lay dormatht but unsolved. Sociologists who prom-

ised answers in the '60s could only offer.explahations in the '70s.

7.
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Perhaps this is why "As a disciOline, sotiology often finds itself a

maligned, misunderstood field" (Stein, 1977, P. 16).

THE LITERATURE

Historically, the origins of the discipline were related to the

solution of problems. As Smelser and Dwiis (1969) note, "At the 6egin-

ning the discipline was closely linked to the impulse to ameliorate

social problems emanating from immigration; race relations, poverty, and

crime" (p.108). In the minds of most people with little exposure to

sociology, this remains the primary objective of the diScipline. But

sociology has matured and evolved as.a science, and while the matKematical

and biological bases of the di%cipline have dramaticalry increased, it is

doubtful that public twareness hasicept pace with the changing face of

theAiscipline. These alliancesidth' other scientific disciplines lead

Ellis (1977, p. 56)'to.grimly predict in a fut6ristic look at the dis-

cipline that "by the-end ofNthe 20th century, essentialV. nothing re-

mained of sociology with the academic community." The boundaries of the

discipline are unclearly defined (Bradshaw & McPherron, 1977), and there

are those who feel that the establishment of boundaries is essential for

the survival of the discipline (Stein, 1977).

While Ellis' assertion seems overly pessimistic, if only in light _

of the fact that change within the academic conmiunity is invariably

ponderous, it may well portend a decrease in the acceptance,and popular-

ity of sociology in higher edultion. The direction of content of both

undergraduate soCioldgical educa'tion and sociological research "needs to
V

be evaluated 'if sociology is to continue its development as a heuristic

and relevant discipline for both sOciety and higher education" (Stewart,

1971, p. 9), The question of content would be easier to answer if clear

disciplinary boundaries could be established but; to date, sOcIology

departments "flatly reject boundary stances that would clearly delineate

sociology from other disciplines!' (Bradshaw & McPherron, 1977, p. 8).

.
Fortunately, it seems that the sodological.community is,aware. that,

"all js-not well with undergraduate.sociology" (Campbell, Kaufman,



Gilchrist, Hancock, Klobas,'& Sundgren, 1977, p. 61). The Americam

Sociological Association has taken a strong interest in the investigation

of undergraduate curricsulum and instruction, and has specifically formed

a Task Group to study thd processes and .strategies that are involved in

the development of an undergraduate curriculum (McPherron, 1977).

,
That the efforts of the fSA are both timelyjand important is un-

questioned, but the academic community as a whole has been reticent to

.attack the problemrs involved in restructuring.the curriculum. .Campbell

et al. (1977) note the irony,of. .this situation:

6
Indeed; there is little information to guide us at all, for

. research into the effects of curricular or izationvls woe-

fully lacking. Not to know, however, d s not usually produce .4

in us so passive a state. It is custo ary to attack Agnorance

with scholarship, experimentation, and the Methods of science i

(p. 51).

While other sectors of the academic community may find their curric-

ula in a similar state, Campbell et alt observe that sociologists

should be particularly aware of the importahce of the .curriculum. "It

is interesting that as sociologists we spend Much of our time investi-

.

gating the structural aspects of social order, but it seldomoccurs to

most of us that the organization oUa curriculum.might-lië of pe ogical

importance" (1977, pp. 0-51). In fact, only one out of ten co unity
i

college sociology departme has a written curriculum plan (Bradshaw &

McPherron, 1978).
.

,

'Perhaps one explanation for the reluctance of sociologists in the

communitysollege to fOcus on .curricular issues is'the fact that the

arrangement of courses and setting of goals is a group proce'ss (Campbell'', .

et al. , 1977). The fact that these processes are dependent upon group

behaviprs.presents roblems in the community college, because the faculty

"have become isolat d within their own institutions. The community

college teacher has become a recluse" (Cohen, 1976). .

1n-reviewing-the literature it is clear that community college soci-
,

ology faculty are isolaefiot only from each other, but from Ihe

*
,



diseipline as Well (Davenport, 1971; Mauksch, 1977). Two major

studies of sociology curriculum ignore two-yeer colleges entirely

(Reid & Bates, 1971; Smelser 6 Davis, 1969).

But while conviunity college faculty might be justified in their

disinterest or feelings of impotence regarding shaping curriculum, Os
lack of disciplinary involvement carries over into teaching as well.

Insofar as two-year colleges pride themselves on their innovativeness

A

. and commitment to teaching, one might imagine that the two-year college .

sociology faculty would be major arilInMers of a_journal that focuses

entirely on teaching sociology. Sadly, this is not the case, The editor'

of Teaching Stociology, Genes (1979), torments that one of the recurrent

questions,is why more cOmmunity college faculty do not subscribe to, or

. submit articles for publication in, Teaching Sociology.

One might wonder why the twa-year college sociologists' lack of

concern-is.a matter of such importance, especially.in relation to curric-

ulum formation. Booth (1971) explains that:

,There 011 be little persistent action to improve the sociologi-

cal curriculum in community colleges if the source of the change

comes primariTy from four year colleges and universities. The

ctimulus for action should come from a network of cdmmunity col-
.

lege sociologists who combine competencies and interests in sociol-

ogy with competen ies and interests in community college education

(P: 5).

Wha 4re some of the reasons why changes in 61e cu iculum are

'necessary, and what is the major thrust of the changes? The major change

seems to be away from the transfer-o iented approach t)here the curriculuM

is geared for university-bound sociology majors. for one thinvit is

clear that only a small'OercentaV:ortwo-year College students actually

tranSfer.to 6 fourr.year college or uniyersity (Knoell et al:, 1976),,' *

.Unfortunately, articuletihg courses with four-year colleges.continues to

be a major curriculum restraint as:well as a possible cause of low faculty

morale in two-year colleges (Bradshaw& McPherron, 1977)...

&
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Even assuming a fairly large group of transfer students, the,fact is

that "most students in sociology, including majors, are not serious' About

the field as a fUture occupation"'(Linsky & Straus, 1973, p. 111). That

more socioAists finti their employment in the educational system than

scholars.from any other discipline (Reid & Bates',, 1971; Smelser & Davis,

3969) preserfts a grim picture for the.future of sociology if the primary

Ojetive of the curriculum is the production of more soCiologists, as

the edqcational system is not a good source of employment in this current

period of retrenchment,

The need to restructure the curriculum to build skills and compe-
,

tencies applicable outside the academic comnuinity seems particularly

relevant in the two-year college setting. As the curriculum exists today,

Most community colleges offer courses in sociology in Introduc-

tory Sociology, *ocial Problews, and The Family. These are core

courses for undergraduates in four ye-ar collevs and universtties.

But they maynot be the best courses for a community college

sociol;gy faculty if our objective is to ccntribute to the edu-

cation of both faculty and students, nor contribute to the gen-
)

eral education of community college..students (Booth, 1971, p. 6).

Even from a four-year college perspecti)ie there is a realization that

curriculum goalsited reshaping. Leibert and Bayer (1975, p, 204) predict

that "a greater emphasis on vocational and community service goals will

likely develop in sociology," and Rippetoe (1977) suggests that depart-

ments of sociology rethink and redefine their objectives. McFaul

et al. (1977) developed a.set of goals all objectives to serve as a point

of depafture for the departmental review process;- which is seen as a form

of faculty*renewal as.well as a means of curriculum revitalization. An-

other major reason why most colleges need to rethink their own sociology

courses is that "for the overwhelming majoeity of students we confront

in the course this is likely to be their single encounter with sociology

during their educational careers" (Mariampolski, 1978, p. 141).-

Given all these difficulties, what types of curricular alternative's
-

can meet'the incredibly diverse needs andfabilities-that exist in the
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typical tWo-year,college constituency? As a basic premise,:it ft-clear

,that "Sociology's role in.general education'is far moreimportanf than-

.' Continuity withAraduate school" (McPherron, 1977, p., 9).
. ,

If ne momentarfly,dismisses the obvious articulation problems-ihat

any radical departure,from the current four-year college influenced

curriculum creates, Old tries to envision a curriculum that meett.more of

the 6vast array of goals which,the departments are trying to meet"

(Bradshaw AvicPherron, 1977, p. 18), alternative curricula take on in,.

. creased v4abil1ty. In their report to the National Academy'cif Sciences

and the. Social Science Research Council, Smolser and Davis.(1969)

mended that the curriculum in sociology departments be diversified into

"streams of instructio0 so that they would btitter correspond with the

interests and career plans of their students.1 A variation of this would

be to restructure courses into concept-related learning packages, with

some of the packages relating to traditional concepts and others relating

to areas of vocational or personal interest (Keith, 1976).

Whatever form that curriculum changes take; Kohout (1977) proposes

that'sociology musemove awayarom'the "vocational model." This model

assumes that students are prep'aring for graduate work, and merely pays

"lip service". to-non-majors. Kohout claims that "By contrast with the

natural sciences, sotiologistsLappear to be moving quite slowly away from

tht vocational model"(1977, p. 39).

Although the transfer-orinted courses that dOminate the curriculum

are probably inappropriate for the bUlk of students, there are some stu-

dents- who will continue to des(ire M4re traditional offerings: It may

become commonplace to use prerequisites as entry level blocks to-these

courses. The literatUre makes/ little nate of prerequisites in sociology,

but Garlock (1977) 'does repor that entry blocks do decrease dropout,rates

and imOove grades. .However, they alSo lead to declining enrollments,

so alternative courses must b developed in conjunction with the imple-

mentation of prerequisites.

While most .of the soci0ogy literature speculates on what the state-

of-the-art is or should be, there is only a.small amount of knowledge

8



about the sociology £rsqs that are offered atid the. availability of

sociology coueses in general. One point is clear--it iS almost impos-

sible to find .a two-year"college that dpes not offer at 4ast one sociology

cdurse. 'Thornton (1960) found that, 97 percent of the public colleges'he
.

Studied hod a sociology course.listed in the catalog. In 1962, 14 out" of

-the 15 two:year colleges in loWaffered sociolOgy course (Stoddard,

1968), and .by 1972, Thornton reveal.ed that 100 percent of the Public

colleges,in hiS1 -sample. listed A sociology course, and offered courses that

averaged a total of 10.3 units. ,

In a study of two-year college sociology programs in the _South,

Davenport (1971) "found that the introductory_course was by far the most

frequently oftfred (at 95 percent of the colleges studied). Social

Problems.wasope next most Popular ('3l%), followed by Marriage and the

Family (28%). .6 other socielogy courses were widely offered in the South,

The first course is not Only widely offered, it is also very popular in

terms of enrol.lments. Bradshaw and-McPherron (1978) report the average-.
1

two-year college offers 10.2 sections of the first course (Elementary, 01

Introductory, General Principles, etc.) per academic year.

Although Davenport found only three courses to be popular, other

researchers have indicated.that a broader range of ,courses are wiailable

in two-year colleges? "In fact, community colleges often offer mo

sociology courses in the first and second year than other'institution0-
,

(Stein, 1977, p. 26).P The range of courses offered can alSo present

problems in that at times there are simply "too many'courses.and too'few

faculty"(McPherron, 1977, p. 8).

While there appears to be little in.the way f concrete evidence to

support.Garlock's (1977) claim that sociology enrollments are rapidly

shrinking, the .tone of pessimism in much of the Okcent literature would

tend to support this view. It,is hoped that the documentation in this
,

report will provide a baseline measuve of.sociology education in two-year

colleges so that researchers can accurately gauge the progress in this

fieVd.
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O'METHODOLOGY'

,
1

The Samgle t.
1

Tt first stewin.our'stUdy of the ourriedlum in two-lelar 01104.
.

was to assemble a repreentative sample of-colleges.- An ear1ier_sto0.

conducted for the Natio01 Endoiment for'the HumanitIby-ttk Center for

the Study of Community Colleges-wts use&as the starting point. This

study had already assembled a:sample (balanced by college control,' ,
_

region and.size) of 178 colleges. Us4ng this sample as-the initial.group,

the'presidents of these colleges were _invited to Oarticipate in the cur-

rent study.. Acceptances were received from 144 of these schools.

At this point a matrix was drawn up with cells representing nine'

college s'lze categories for each of six regions of the country. Using the

1977 Community, Junior and Technical CoIleqe.Directory (AACJC,,1977)., the

ideal size/region breakdown for a 175-college sample wa- calculated.' The

remaining 31 colleges were selected by arraying all colleges in the under-
y

represented tells and randomly selectin9 the p:osSible participants. This

technique produced a balanced sample of:175 two- ar colleges. Table 1

shows how close otr sample is.to the percen age breakdowns of the nation's.

t year colleges. ,The list of parti.Cipatinacollegesjs loundlytipen7

rl A. \

k Procedure

is

College catalogs and class schedules for ,the 1977-78 academic year

were obtained frbm each of,the 175'schools. A umique system:for analyzing,

classifying, and reporting the cou'rse offe'rings wai 'developed to deal with

sCience courses.in terMs of 'bah the unique features--of the' two-year col-

leges and the traditional science disciplines.*

The generaT; structure of this system and the procedure for classi-

fying a course are briefly described here as a preface to the detailed

description of the categories within sociology.

For a full report of the methodologies employed, see HildI& Mooney,
1979 (ED 167 235).

10
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Table 1

Percentage' Breakdown .of 175-College Sample Compared 'to

National Percentages by Size, Region and Contr61

Size

1- 500- 1,000- 1,500-
499 999 1;499 2,400

-National %'. 15 18' 13 11

Sample 13 16. 13. .1,7

2,500- 5,000- 7;500 '10,000= 15,000
4,999 7,499 9,999 14,999 +

8 5 5

4

Region

4 Middle Mid- Mountain
Northeast States , South West Plains West

National % 7

SamPle 6-

13 32

12 31

21

.22

10

13

17

a.

16

) Control

Pub1ic Pr'ivate

National %

Sample.

84 *

84

16



Cours Classification System 16\thg Sciences. :\- .

'ased upon the catalog course descriptfon,' each science coursi

1 sted in the catalovwas placed into one 6f six major cyrriculum

Areas:'. AgricultYre, Bioldgical Sciepcts, Enpinetring'S-Ciences and

// Technologies, Mathematics and ComputprScientes, Physical Sciences,

and Social and aehavior Sciences. These areas ware chosen because

they closely reflect the instructional administrative organization

ofttwo-year colleges,as oell as the organization of national and' .

international profélsional science organizations and. gencies, such.
i

,_

. as%-the National Science Foundation.

The second level of classification was 'concerned 'with the 'major

subject field disciplines within the broad area. For example:the

so al add behavioral sciences are subdivide'd into Anthropology
$c. i

and rchaeology, Psychology, Sociblogy, Economics, Interdisciplinary,*

. Social Sciences,' and,History, Philosophy, and Sociology of Science.

The proliferation of course titles in sociology made it ntcessary

. ;to form categories that would encompass closely-related.courses. The

followini breakdown explains which courses are included in this study.

It shoul'd be noted 'that course inclusion was based upon the catalo0

description, and not limited to classes offered by the department of

sociology.

SOCIOLOGY. COURSES
.

Includes courses and programs tfrat study the development, struc; .

ture,Anteraction, and c011ettive behavior of groups-of indi- ,

viduals, and the analysis'of social institutions. Courses may
incorporate the personal relevancy, of sociological principles .

and theory',.but courses that have as their primary'focus per-
.

sonal applications, human relations skills, or counseling
'skills are not incheed. Field practicum and independent study
courses are also nofincludid because it i's impossible ko (vial-
uate the actual scientific content of these.courses.

Elementary
General/Principles
Social Problems/General.
Marriage'and Family.
Social.Institutions
Social Problems/Specifi4
Social Institutions-Specific
Sociology of Group
Other

12
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ELEMENTARY

A,general course in sociological theory. Similar to pou'rsds
destribed as,General/Principles except that IntroductorY
courses meet-one or more of the following criteria:. .(1) the'

course is not a.prerequisite for any other coUrse(s);
(2) practical applications are considered as much as thedry;
(3). the college's curriculum includes a more intensive gen-
eral sociology cour4e;.(4) the course is specifically de-

signed for non-majors; or (5) it is a one-semester, terminal
course.

GENERALMINCIPLES .

A general introductory. course designed to'familiarize the stu-
dent with the basic sociological concepts,-theories, and methods.
Although this cour'se.is most commonly a part Of the required
.burriculum for social science majors, it is also a suggested
'elective or required'caurse in a wide range of non-social scl-
ence major fields, inclliding some vocational and technology-
oriented courses-of study. . \

,SOCIAL PROBLEMS/GENERAL -

----
Courses utilizing sociological concepts and methods in the in-
vesligation and.analysis of major social problems; includi
methods for alleviating social probleMS. Courses lhat concen-
trate on a single problem (e.g., delinquency) aretclassffied
ias Social Problems/Specific.

MARRIAGE AND FAMILY

A sociological analysis of the family and.its.forms and functions.
The course typically analyzes marital practices and family struc-
tures in a variety of cultural settings', and may investtgate the
extent to which societal customs and mores affect the individual's
donceptualization of these areas. Courses that primarily em- -
phasize the student's personal feel4ngs4 and thoughts-about
ma:rtiage and family, or courses intending tO provide a ffame-'
work for a "succes5ful" marriage, are not.inCluded. Usually
.offered as ai social science elective by the sociology depart-
ment, but thWs'e,courses ire sometimes offered through the Aome
economics department.

SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS/GENERAL

Thesstudy of a variety of social institutions, usually fOcusing
on theoretical and cross-cultural perspectives: of education,
reltgion, and thg family, Courses that fo6s on .a single social
institution are categorized under either Marriage and Family
or Social Institutions/Specific.

ti
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SOCIAL PROBLEMS/SPECIFIC

The study of the sociological bases of tpecific problem* in our

society (e.g., crime, delinquency; drugs, Wohol, cities,,

overpopulation). Classes directed specifigally towards law

. enforcement personnel, classes that focurprimarily on the
treatment of a,problem (e.g.; juvenile torrecttons, drug coun-

seling), and-classes that are geared/towards informing the
student about the personal dangers of a problem (e.g., drug

abuse) are not included! Law enforcement classes that use a
sociologicaT-perspective to'investigate a problem and are open

to the 'general student body (e.g., criminology) are included.

SOCIAL INSTITUT1ON/SPECIFIC

The study of a single social institution (e.g., religion, edu-

cation, medicine) and the social'factors that affect groups
and individuals interacting within these institutjons. The

institution of family is widely studied, and hence is cate-
gorized separately under Marriage and FamilY.

SOCIOLOGY OF GROUP

Most courses in this category,are concerned with presenting a

sociological perspective on a particular minority group or .

groups in our cultUre (e.g., Sociology of Women, Sociology

of the Black American, Sociology of Native Americans). Courses

in this category may also concentrate on the socidlogical pro-
cesses involved in group behayior in generali

OTHER

Courses in sociology that do not fit any of the preceding cate-

gories /e.g., Sociology of Consumer,Behayior,..Sociology. of the ,

Small Town in America,,Social AspeCts.of Deafness, American .

Society). 4

After all the spience courses were coded (classified General,

DevelopmentalEXpeflilenial, etc.), class schedules for the 1977-1978
_

academit year were examined and the number of sections offered (day,

evening and weekend credit courses),for each term was determined..

Prerequisites and instructional modes,(e.g., lecture, lecture-lab)

were alwdetermined from the catalo%.

RESULTS

The following table, developed from the procedure described, presents

.the sociology curriculum offered in two-year colleges for the 1977-78

14



academic year. As dicated here, every college tn the samp4eilisted at

least one'sociology cou in the catalog and offered at leaSt one soci-

ology section during the a ademic'year 1977-78.

. Table 2

Sociology Courses in the Two-Year Colleges, 1977-78 Academic Year

Type of Course

,
Percent of PerCent of Percent of Percent of Percent

Colleges Colleges Total, Total of This

Listing.. Li:sting Sociology Sociology Type,

'This Type This Type Courses Sections Course

N, Course in tourse in Listed on Listed on Having'

Catklog Class Schedule Schedule a Pre-

T5TRu1e _ Lec/Lab % requisite

(n=175) WIN- (n=659) (n=3996) ,._..,

Elementary

General/Principles

Soctal Problems--
General

Marriage and
Family. .

Social Institutions--
General

Sotial-ProblemS--
Specific

Social Institutions--
Specific

Sociology ,of Group

Other

. 9 7
1

'2" 2 0

95 94 30 57 9

75 70 0 .13 52

79. 69 19 - . 14 26 .

.14 1.0 3 't 3 45

51 41 = 18 8 45

.2

.

6 4 1 2Qi

16 11 4 '2 21

14 9 3 1 30

It is inttresting to note that 175 colleges (100% of sample) list one

or more sociology courses in the college catalog and that all these col-

leges also list one or Five sociOlogy courses in schedules of classes.

Hokver, less tharPorie percent of all the sociology cour§es Used instruc-

tional' modes other than lecture. The fact that 100 percent of the colleges

offered sociology clearly establishes the pop lariiy and acCeptake of the

discipline. Only one other scientific discipline (biology) was offered at

every college in the sampTb.

SI
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Although none of the earlier studies reported in the literature actu-

ally documented the extent of sociologypcodrse offerings, Thornton (1960, .

1972) had found that public colleges offered 9.0 units in 1960, and course

offerings had increased to 10.3 units in 1972. Although these figures ar'e

virtually impossible to.interpret accurately (no information as to semester/

quarter breakdown or average number of units per-course is given) the fact'

that the average two-year college in our'1977-78 sample offered 3.8 differ-

ent courses per year clearly indicate an expansion of the sociology cur-

riculum.

The General/Principles course idwafns therost widely offered and

heavily enrolled sociology course. Not only is the course offered at

virtually eVery college in the sample (94%), but the General/Princtples

course alone accounts for 57 percent of the sociology sections offered

during the academic year. ,The next largest 61ock of sections are devoted

to Marriage and Family (14%) and Socia) Problems/General (13%).

Althout forthe purposes oT classification the Social Problems courses

were divided into Social Problems/General and Social Problems/Specific,

when these two classifications are collapsed into a'single "Social Problems"

category, their popularity becomes more evident. When the two classifi-

cations are combined, it was found that 85 percent of the colleges list a

Social Problems course in the college catalog, 81 percent of the colleges

actually offer a Social Problems course, and S6cial Problems courses ac-

count for 21 percenit of the sociology sections.
,

It can therefore be seen that although the breadth of offerings in'

sociology is great (3.8 . courses per college), the enrollments in sociology

are concentrated almost entirely in thre types of courses: General Prin-

ciples, Social Problems (General and Specific), and Marriage and Family.

These three types of courses accoUnt for 92 percent of all the sociology

sections offered. When ElementAry Sociology, which is a lower-level
,

introductorY course, s.lumpe4 together with General/Principles under

the more commöhly us 71 d classification of "First Course," these three

courses' (First Course, Social Problems and Marriage and Family) account

for 54 percent 6f the sections.

16



Sociology as a distipline accounts for 8 percent of all the science

sectiOns offered during' the academic year. While this represents a

smaller portion of the science offering's than disciplines such as mathe-

matics (33%),,psychology (12%), or biology (11%), it is a larger percentage

of the science sections than such disciplines as economics (6%), chemistry

(5%), or physics.(3%).

But sociology accounts for only 4 percent of all'the science courses

offered. This is further indication of the sociology curriseOm's heavy

concentration in a few courses. This curricular course ConcentritiOnftan

be ,compared with an area such as phys'ics, which accounts for 6 percent of

the science courses but only 3 percent of the §ections.

Using the variables of college regionl control,.and size, it is also

interesting to examine the percentage of colleges-offering the different

types of courses. These data are presented in Table -3. The states in-

cluded in the different regions are noted in Appendix A.

As Table 3 indicates, there are surprisingly few regional differences.

This is especially evident when one takes into account college size, be-

cause small colleges are concentrated in the South,and large colleges are

predominantlY found in'the West. Regionally, therefore, college sociol-

ogy curriculum isoremarkably consistent.

The same consideration of size must be noted when comparing public

and private colleges. Private colleges are almost exclusively small

colleges, but there are ttill a few differences that present themselves.
)

Private colleges are less likely to offer any course in Social.Problems,

eith4r. Generai or Specific. They often Offer courses in Marriage and .

Family, and are more likely to offer a-course in Sociology, of Group than

one might predict.

College size is the major discriminating factor'in terms of two-year'

college sociology offerings. Quite simply, the larger the college, the

More likely it isjo offer a wide range of courses. In fact, small col-

leges offer a mean of 2.7 courses per college, medium-sized colleges

offer ,4.2,courses, and large colleges present an average of 5.5 different

sociology courses during the academic year. (The overall average number

17
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Tabl e 3.

Percent of Col 1 eges Offeei ng Soci oibW.Coursies

74 50

70 - 64

.

Total

Sample

Ite_gi on

lorth- Middle South Mid- Mountain/ Vest
east States west Plains

7. 7 5

3 8 1

4 9 6

61 72 92

57 . 73 92

7 13 8

25 49° 60

1 4 12

8 9 24

341 14 12

ie
mall

1499 1500- 7500+
7499 .

Control

.

Size

10 11

46 11

4 4

10 18

11 0

Publ ic. Pri vate Small

1499 1500-
7499 .

7500+

147 28 72. 78 - 25

8 q 3 8 16

94 93 94 92 96

74 50 61 72 92

70 - 64 57 . 73 92

10 11 7 13 8

46 11 25 49° 60

4 4 1 4 12

10 18 8 9 24

11 0 341 14 12

147 28

8 q

94 93

al 1 ns ti tuti ons-
-1,&

General 10 9 .14 11 10 0 1 1

Soci al Probl ems-

Speci fi c : 41 36 62- . .20 38 -36 71

Soci al Ins ti tUti ons- \

Speci fi c - 0 10,,4 a 5 4

Sociol ogy of.. Group 11 9 14 2 15 5, . 25''
, .

Other : 9 9- , 10 4 13 5 f8

2

S

Control

Publ ic. Pri vate
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of courses offered for all the colleges in the sample is 3.8). If one

adds to this fotal of 3.8 cours0 per year the fact thal catalogs iist an

'average of one course per college thaf'was not offered Ouring the school

year, it is founddithat the avexage two-year college cat/ilog liSts rly

five sociolog)Pcourws.

Linearity of curOculum is often indicated by the use of pre
_sites,

Although slightly over half)ofthe Social Problems/General courses and ,

nearly half of the Social Institutions/General and SociAl Problems/Specific

courses ha prerequisites, over 30 percent of the courses studied did not
list prerequisites. By far the most'commAn prerequisite was.a 'previous

course in Genera1/6-inciples, ,although in some cases ,eiiher any previous

sociology course or the instructor's permission would suffice. T t

scores or sophomore standing were rarely aed as pr'erequisites. (

In conclusion, the data show the sociology curriculum to be highly

concentrated around three courses: General/Principles, Social rroblems,

-and Marriage and Family. The range gf sociology offerings is influenced

primarily by college size, with college region and contr 1 accounting for

few'variations in curriculum.

DISCUSSION

: As the data 4dicate,'the two-year college sociology curriculum is

basically comPosed of traditional, four-year college transferable offer-

ings. Despite the fact that studies and statistics consistently point tb

/the fact that the transfer population of two-year colleges is clearly a

shrinking minority faction, the transfer-orientation continues to dominate

curriculum decision. Articulation with four-lear colleges is still seen

as the primary consideration in two-year college curriculum planning.

Perhaps the most distressing note sounded in the literature is that

departments of sociology continue in their reluctance to set conceptual

goals and to collect and use data to evaluate curricular effectiveness

vis-a-vis departmental goals. /As Bradshaw and McPherron (1977, p. 19), note,

"If curriculum were a problem of social policy, sociologists would be forced

to give theMselves low marks on the utilization of data in planning."

19
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The educational problems confronting sociologists in the two-year

college are not unique ,to this discipline, but socidlogical meihodologies
:

are ce'rtainly %levant tools that shoufd be Iwought to bear in addressin g

these problems. In any case, the literature does suggest that sociology
4

.-fs certainly misunderstood and at least marginally threatened. 'It would

appear to be a clear sign to sociologists thatathe time is ripe for them

to demonstrate the efficacy of thety discipline. If the sociological dis-

cipline would channel-more of their research efforts tnto the strOcture

of undergraduate curriculum, this wolp be an eXcellent way of communi-
,

cating the utility of the disciplibe to the general public.

Despite difficulties, sociology continues to flourish both ih terms

df the range of offerings.and the numbers of sections. The unanimity of

sociology's acceptance in the curriculum of our.-entire sample pf 175 two-

year colleges iS particularly striking. Sociology has obvipusly been

established in a secure enough-position that practitioners can afford to

experiment with different types of courses and course goals designed

specifically for the myriad non-transfer constltuenctes that now com-

prise the bulk of two-year college. enrollments.

.While the American Sociological.Association has clearly taken a

strong leadership,role in these areas,,continued and increased assistance .

is needed, particularly in the two-year college sector. When two-year

college adminfstrators and instructors realize that the ASA'is truly

interested and concerned wtth their unique problems in delivering socio-

logical knowledge to an incredibly diverte population, two-year college

sociologistS will take a lead in making curriCulum improvements.-

The ASA has a standing ommittee,on teaching, i section on Under-

graduate Education, a newsletter, and a teaching Resource Centen. The

need for sociologists to apply their discipline to curriculum development

and evaluation has already been noted, and these groupi can undoubtedly

offer much assistance to two4ear collegeS and to their sociology

instructors.

Proof from our.data that sOciology is firmly entrenched in the NO-

year college Curriculum iS a positive sign. It would be wise for'the

discipline to periodically.reassess changing ktterns so' as_to ahticipate

potential problems and prevent any diminutioh of.interest in this discipline.

20i
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PART II

INSTRUCTION

THE LITERATURE

Information about instryptiOnal practices in two-yeir colleges is

fragmented and disparate. -Cohen and Brawer (1972) note that "Desplc the

magnitude of the American educational enterprise, surprisingly little is

known about the process of instruction and few agencies are systemati6l1 y

studying the matter" (p. 214). Unfortunately, sociology is no ei(Ception,

as "there is a dearth of information on the teaching of sociology"

(Davenport, 1971, p. 2):. The paucity of information regarding the ways

in which sociology is taught is probably directly related to a lack of

information and knowleidge about learning theory in general (Campbell'

et al.,' 1977).
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In some respects the lack of research validating the effectiveness

of different,instructional methods can be used as an excuse to ignore

tke "state-of-the-art." 8ut tWo-year colleges,have staked their reputa-

tion upon.their ability to tea& and should be the leaders in improving

undergraduate instruction in higher eduCation (Booth, 1971). Advanced

degrees, publications, and research ore not i central-part of the two-year,

college'mission, but teaching is.. As Cohen and Brawer (1972) point out,

the "hallmark of'a Mature, professional instructor is that he accepts

responsibility for effects of his efforts--that is, for the learning

manife'sted by hi stud ts" xiii). Fitzgerald (1977) concurs, stating

sociology is an portant aspect of our professional resOnsibilities"

that "Recognizi and experimenting with alternative methods

(p. 98).

Regrettably, the reclusiVe nature of the two-year.college instructor

(Cohen, 1976) makes cooperative efforts difficult, anci innovations often

require a great deal of,interchange between teacher's, evaluation experts,

media experts, computer programmers, etc.. Conklin (1978) notes that the

complexity that accompanies most attempted innovations not only makes the

innovative process difficult, but it becomes very difficult to tranSfer,

the techniques and knowledge to other professorS.

This lack of faculty interaction and coordination is. supported by

Bradshaw and McPherron's'study (1977) which showed that,two-year college

faculty rirely discuss ways In which the theoretical aspects of sociology .

can be taught effectively. They'found that the teaching of concepts:

"is a ntOly individualistic experience (and) . . . while concepfs seemed

to be the key to teaching well, or the rod by'which faculty and depaftments

measure successful teaching, disagreement about sequence, dtstrust of text;

lack of discussion and a general unwillingness to operationalize the,

teaching of concepts Still exists" (p. 9).

But the argument that socidlogical research strategies can be effec-

tively brought, to bear to solve problems is as relevant to instructional'

practices as it is to currielum issues (Hedley, 1978). The time is ripe

for seriOus study of the various innovative techniques--which ones are

effective and lasting and, which ones die out (Gelth, 1978).

22
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Instructional GoalS.and Objectives

Before discussing the ways in Oich sociology is taught,- let us

briefly examine the goals And objectives toward which instructors gear

their courses, as it As commonly agreed that setting ob,jectiVes enhances

the teaching-learning process (Starkweather, 1971; Vaughn, 1975). As

noted earl,ier, disciplinary concepts are perhaps the primary focus. But

community college sociologists, more than any of their colleagues in

higher education, also strive to relate sociological content to students'

everyday rives (Stein, 1977). Other commonly cited goals include criti-

cal thinking (Logan, 1976), creativity and innovativeness (Mariampolski,

1978; Wallis, 1973), and general eftcation, cultural awareness, and

sat4faction of student interests (Bradshaw & McPherron, 1978). The

diversity of goals almost matches the diversity of,students, often without

regard for matching students with appropriate course goals.

But the key issue that each sociorogy instructor must confront is to

what extent their sociology course moves students towards the stated courte

goals. If creativity is a course goal, for example, are students more

creative after completing the course?

Critical thinking is one of _the most commonly held goals of sociology

instruct s 4/et a study conducted at a leading four-year university

showed th t neither the inclination nor. the ability to engage in critical

thinkfirincreased with the amount of sociological training (Logan, 1976).

On the othet hand, since Logan fOunethat courses desigded explicitly to

teach critical thinking did result in improved student capabilities, it

was not that the course goal was'unattainable, it was simply not being

accomplished. In short, while instructors usually,have a good Picture of

their course goals, they rarely develop means Of evaluating Students'

achievement of these objectives.

ClassSize r)

The nOmber of ttudentS:enrolled.in a section can .have a large impact ,

an the Way, a course is taught. Although many undergraduate"sOciology

courses are taught to large mosses-of students (Conklin, 1978; Wallit,-
\

-1973), the literature suggests that smaller classes are the rule in two-

. year colleges.
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The data collected by Bradshaw and Mcf.herron (1978) show that pie
average section of introductoel sociology in tw6.-year colleges has 32.8e-
students, ,considerably less than small universities end large four-year
colleges, where.intraduCtorY section's average 50 students, and dramatic-
ally less than large universities, where the.average introductory sec-.
tion enrolls-heariy 80 students. NonintrodUCtory coui-ses &roll even
fewer students' at two-year colleges. Ohere the average nonintroductory
covse has 21..5'students

Sociology enrolls more women than men. If Smelser and Davis (1969)
were correct in their assertion that the ratio of men to women in und9r-
graduate sociology is .7, fhell the average sociology section (ustng
Bradshaw and MCPherkin's figure of 26.5-students per course) containi 109
males and 15.6 females.

While considerable discussion pertains to the most desirable and
effective type of teach ng structure, the traditional lecture-discussion
class continues to be b far the most popular (BradshaW & McPherron,
197g). There has been w spread in,,terest in both modules and "Person-
alized System of. Instruction; but neither have been put into practice
with any regularity" (Clark, 1974; Fttzgerald, 1977).

PSI in particular has generated both interest and some zealous
advocates. -Johnson and Welsh (1978) are 'not atypical of pro-PSI people
in stating that PSI allows students to outperform comparison groups1
with lower ability students profiting the most. They suggest that PSI
has proven its effecti'veness, and "that the burden of proof should now,
'shift to defenders of the status quo" (p. 372).- Althfough this conclusion
is corroborated by RogersOatarieno. and Rogers (1977), others.have used

. PSI or similar styles with mixed.results (Halvorson, 1969; Jioia, 1972).
Obviously, the' jury is.still out on the merits of PSC
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Classroom Aids and Activities

The use of simulation games has also generated-discussion*

Bredemeier 1978):points out that "Simulation:games can help quickly,

effectively, and dramatically to _provide what is tOo often Missing from

social science instruction: the referents f abstract concepts" (p.' 411).

As noted earlivr, the teaching of.concepts is one.of the most.commonly.'

held goals of sociology instructors, and Bredemeier feels that he use of

gaming allows $tudents to understand "ethnocentrism" or-"culture shock"

in much the same way that laboratory experiments in physics help students

comprehend concepts like 'mass" or "force." But while both Greenblatt.

(1973) and McPherron and Bradshaw-41978). document rising acceptance of

simulation gaming, dreenblatt finds that the literatUre is Mixed on the

subject of gaming's effectiveness.

Media are also_widely used as teaching aids, especially films.

"Virtually every department makes use of films; films are used exten-

sively or occaslonally in 95 percent of all first coursis. Thus, teachers

of sociology are t.irprisingly heavy consumers of educational films.con-

sidering that journals offer alMost no space for review of films, liter-

ature or workshops do not encourage their creative use, and professional
.

meetings.do not preview and discuss films" (Bradshawigi McPherron, 1977,

.p. 14). .,Some go $o far-as to advocate teaching intr6ductory sociology

through film rather than lecture as the primary.teaching tool (Smith,

1973),

Other forms of media are also seen as useful teachinvids. Stoll

(1973) proposes utilizing videotape in the classrooMi and no doubt video-

taping facilities and eqUipment are now more readily available than eVer

before. Instructors can also make use of slides, the advantage being

that they ave easilY put tmther by the.i,pdivphial instructor (Bronson,

197).

Because community-school interaction is an integral part of the two-

year college philosophy, the use of field work.assignments.can be a pro-

ductive learning deAce (Rippetoe, 1977; Wateke, 1975). VanPelt (1969)

advoCates the useôf stUdent-community interactionAs a-"resource.for
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interpreting sociological theory in a frame of reference quite eelevant

to the student" (p.115).

Reiding Materials 4

As expected, the literaturei points to the dominant usage of the

textbook in virtually all sociology courses (Bradshaw & McPherron,

1977; Geertsen, 1977). But since some feel that as publishers intensify

their marketing efforts to a broader range of texts, the chances Of

making a poor text selection increase, Geertsen (1977) presents a system

for instructors to evaluate Aifferent texts. The need for this becomes

more critical as student reading levels continue to pluMmet, because

"the most important single factor in whether or not a student will read

and ynderstand a textbook is its difficulty" (Geertsen, 1977e. 112).

It is interesting to note that although pie faculty see themseltes as

highly autonomous (Campbell et al., 1977), common texts for the intro-

ductory course were prescribed by 54 percent of the two-year college

sociology departments surveyed bylaradshaw and McPherron (1977).

At the same time, some instructors are quite cynical &out Sociology

students' abilities and/or willingness, to read textbooks. This sentiment

is aptly summed up by Spencer (1977), who states, "Students are nOt into

reading and do anything to get out of it" (p. 13). Perhaps because of

some of the problems.encountered with textYal mater$41s, soCiology depart-

ment chairpersons anticipate increased utilization of..nbntextual reading

mateeials,(Bradshavi & Mcherropi 1978). This may,be,helpful when instruc-

tors want to gear their reading assignments to social groups that are

.traditionally not mentioned in textbooks (Kfrschner, 1973).

Testinqed Grading,

Sociology instructors rely heavily on objective tests for evaluating

students (Bradshaw & McPheeron, 1978; Gardner & Abraham, 1978). Gardrier-

and Abraham-(1978) point odt the danger in this, namely, thab students'

already deficient.language skills will become progressively wdrse.4f ttriey.

are not called upon to write.

0
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Although much of the literature bemoans students' reluctance to

read and write, there are signs that some students are both willing and

able ,to write if they are given encouragement and recognition. Wayne

County Community College (Michigan) publishes a journal consisting of

student reseerch papers (Watcke.& Winterfield, 1979). The possibility

of having a paper publfshed provides extra incentive.for students to

do outstanding work, and the journal concept could be easily adapted at

many conmunity colleges where faculty are willing to commit some extra

time and effort.

Because many fnstructors complain .that it is difficult if not

impossible to fairly grade,subjective tests, Gardner and Abraham suggest

criteria to remedy this problem. Different students perform well on

different types of tests (Hedley, 1978) and thus, it may be helpful to

offer a variety of tests. However, igtructors should be aware that

presenting difficult,test'items early in a test can be detrimental to

studehts' performance because this raises anxiety levels (Rosenfeld,

1978).

Faculty.

Despite a plethora of reports about teaching effectiveness, little

fi known about what traits mal4 an instructor "effective." Most of the

information about sociology faculty is descriptive, concentrating on -

degrees, age, ind background. . 5

In the-early 1960s, few two-year college sociologists held the

doctorate (Sibley, 1963). At this time, Davenport (1971) found that 6.6 per-

cent of the sociology instructors in the South had doctorates. Based upon

Smelser and Davis' (1969) prediction of a shortage of sociologists

holding the doctorate, one would have expected that two-year colleges

were, not likely to attract doctorate-level sociologists. Yet by 1973,

McGinnis and Solomon foresaw "a dismal pictUre of future employment

prospects for sociologists who hold the Ph.D. degree" (p. 57).

When the job market for socioiogists changed, many became interested

in teaching positions at Oreviously not considered two-year colleges.
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"In fact, given current academic miiket trends, more Ph.D.'s in sociology .

be.seeking ahd taking positions on community college facul-

ties. .While this May be viewed as a pogitive _trend on the .one hand, it

also introduces the possibility that unless the' di_scipline places More

emphasis on teaching and. reOards such activity, this. Ph.D. influx may

create-discontentlk(Stein, 1977, pp. 28129).

But while the usefulness of doctoral-level training in two-year

colleges is debatable, no one would argue that instrtictors should have

some level of undergraduate and graduate training tn the'discipline they

teach.- -StOddard (1968) attacked.the profeSsionaliswof the two-year.

college sociologlcal community, claiming that faculty had liftle sociolo-

gical background,' and what little they had was outdated. Although

Davenport's data (1971) contradict some of Stoddardlg-assertions, many of

his claims were validated. Among other things, Davenport found that'

many sociology instructors had most of their teaching experience outside

of sociology, fewer than.half had over 40 semester hours of sociology,

and many instructors had little disciplinary affiliation. Stein (1977)

aigo claims that two-year coliege sociologists. 'are not-fhvolved ln prb-

fessional networks.

But more-recent data would indicate that progreg's has been made in

professionalizing the faculty. In over two-thirds of the two-yeancol-

leges studied, Bradshaw and McPherron (1978) found that every instructor

had some gtaduate sociology training. -Although the literature-does not

indicate any growth in disciplinary affiliation, it would be helpful if

community college sociology instructors would form some sort Of com-

municattons network (Booth, 1971).

If nothing else, the review of the literature in twO-year college
,

sociology instructiOn points up the-need for'contlnued efforts in this-

area. The concern'of the American Sociological Asgociation and the

contributions of a Journal like Teaching Sociology give hope that

sociology.pedagogy will continue to improve.
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METHODOLOGY

In our study of instrugtfOnal practices in the sciences, the first

step was to establish a random sample of colleges. The procedures used
"1

in putting this sample (N=175) together are desCribed in Part P. Each

college president who agreed to participate in the study was asked to

name ac 'Contact person at the-school, who was given the title "on-campus

facilitator". All communication and Correspondence between the Center

for the Study,of Community Colleges and the sample_calleges was conducted

through the 175 on-campus facilitators.

Once the college Catalogs were obtained from each school, Center

staff read eaclicourse descriPtion in the catalog and put courses in the

appropriate category according to the Course Classificafion System for

the Sciences (see Part I). These courses were then arrayed:in six groups.

The sociology courses for each school were listed along with all other

behavoral and social -science cOurses listed In the catalog.

The next step in the process involved counting the science course -

offerings in the Fall 1977 day and evening schedules of classes. Each

college's schedule was reviewed one.section at a time. Using the course

list tleveloPed from the college catalog, courses that were properly

categOrized as science courses were iden'tified for 'inclusion in this

study. Eacti'science course-sqption"was then undeilined. A list was

developed-for each college that showed the courses Wered and'the number

of sections of the course that were listed in the schedule of classes.

The selection of individual class sections was done bY drawing every

thirteenth section in each of'the six major science areas.!1 After randomly

selecting the firkt college, the system was automatically self-randomizing.

Each sampled section was recordecton a:checklist for the facilitator at .

each school. Th'is checklist included the name.of the instructor listed as

teaching the section,.the course title, section numbe, and the days and

time the Class met., A copy of this.checklist was kept at the'Center to

tally the surveys as they were received.

- A survey form (Appendix 8) for each instructor was mailed to the

Campus Iacilitator,.together, with instructions for completing the
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-questionnaire and a return envelope.addressed to the same facilitator.

The mturn envelope had the instructor's name listed as the retur
/

.

address and was clearly.marked "Confidential." This enabled he on-
.

campus facilitator to keep an exact record of who had respondd without,'

opening the envelope, a technlique which guaranteed confiden ality to

the'respondent while also enabling the facilitator to follow uP on the

retrieval of surveys from npnrespondents.
.

Questionnaires were mailed. to 1,683 instructors. Since the stirveys
...

were mailed' after the completion of the fall term (between February 20

and April 1O, 1978), 114 surveys were not deliverable, due to faculty

dismissal, retirement, death, etc. An additional 77 sections were can- 4

*

celled. Of thef-r,492 deliverable surveyS, 1,275 were returned. This

established an overall response rate of 85.5 percont.- Questionnaires

were retrieved from 100 percent of the faculty sampled at nearly 69 per-

cent,of the colleges. Table 4 shows the relationship between completed

surveys in the different disciplines and the percent of the total number

of class sections offered in these-disciplines in the 1977-78 academic

, year.

Of the 1,275 responses, 94 surveys'were retrieved from instructors

of sociology. The results, reported here are based upon these responses.
%

RESULTS

Instiructors,of sociologY teach their courses much like their col-

leagues in the other social sciences (anthropology, _psychology, ecOnomics).

However, some differences *ear whenNociologists are compared with the

science faculty as a whole.

Enrollments

The average sOciology section initially enrolls 35.3 students (16.4

P males and 18.9 females). Out of this group, 29.4 students receive

grades, for an 83.3 percent coutse completion rate. Both the enrollment

and completion figures are slightly higher ttian the total'science group,

which showed an initial enrollment of 31.8 5tudents and a completion

rate of 79.6 percent.'
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Table 4,

Relationship between. Completed SurVeys and Class Sections

Returns on the Class
Section Survey--'

Discipline % of Total
.(n=1,275)

'77-'78 Academic
Year--% of Total
Licture Sections

(n=49,275)

Agriculture 3.0 3.0

Biology 12.5 10.5

Engineering 11.3 11.0

Math/Comp. Sci. 30.8 32.5

Chemistry 6.4 5.1

Earth/Space 3.6 3.6

Physics 3.5 3.2

INterdisciplinary Natural Sci. 2.3 2.7

Anthro & Interdis. Soc. Sci. 2.4 )3.0

Psychology 11.2 11.6

Sociology 7.4 8.1

Economics 5.4 5. 6
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Combining these enrollment figures/with the curriculumJigures pre-

sented in Part I, we find that the mph injtial enrollment figure for

sotiology programs As 806 students per Academic year, with 617 students

completing a course'and receiving aArade.

Although the literature suggests that introductory courses have

significantly larger class sectlons than other sociology courses, our

figures 'do not.support this finding. Our, data show no significAnt

. difference between Introductory course enrollments and class size in the

other sociology courses.- While ITMC.11 Of the literature notes the problems

of dealing with large sections, th)s is not a mpor problem for two-year

colleges, where only 13 percent of the introductory sections have. more .

?-

than 50 st6_4 nts. In fact, 15 percent of the sections enroll fewerjhan.

20 StOdents.. "

Allotment of C ime

Instructors were asked to indicate the percentage of class time they

devote to different classroom actiVities, and,- as expected, the largest

block of class time' was spentlecturinT(Table 5).

Table 5

Allotment of Class Time in,So6iology and Total Science Clisses

1;"'
Sociology
Classes '

/ Total Science
Classes ,

Lectilres

,Class Discussion

Quizzes/Exams

Viewing and/or Listening to Media

Student VerbalTreSentations

Simulation Games

Guest Lectures

Lecture/Demonstration Experiments

Field Trips.

Other (mainly lab work)

'

4

48.8%

23.4'

7.9

.7.7

5.8

2.6

2.1

.5

.4

.8

44.8%

15.0

9.7

4.4

2.6

.9

.8

3.2

.7

17).9
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In addition to the allotment of class time, we also looked at "-

percentage of faculty utilizing these different clasS activities. As one

would expect,-all instructors lecture, and nearly 60 percent indicate

they lecture more than half of.the class tiMe. Guest lectures were given

in 30.9 percent of thesociolOgy courses, compared to-only 11.8 percent

of all stience courses. Nearly half of the sociology instructors had

'their students give verbal presentations, and while this was higher'

than the science,faculty in general, it was only slightly higher. than

the rest of their sotiaYscience colleagues. This simillgty of teaching

style also extended to use of classroom discussion, where social science

instructors.were the most frequent and heaviest users. A s.urprisingly

small percentage (6.4%) of the sociology Instructors toOk their classes

on field trW, btft most of the instructors made use of Wia.

Media Use .

,w
As the literature suggests, sociologists ofteri use films as a teach-

ing aid. Nearly 80 percent of the instructors shoW films,, and nearly

20 percent of these instructors show film frequently. These-figures

are much higher than those reported by the science faculty in general.

No,other form of media had the wideipread usage found with films,

but approximately one-third of the sociologists used slides, audiotapes,

overhead transparencies, videotapes, and maps/charts or,Illus,

trated displays. Very few instructors developed their own materials,

although 8.5 pertent did develop their own slide presentations.

Reading Materials

Textbooks were used in every,sociology course, and 'sociology instruc-

tors assigned more pages of textbook reading than any other discipline--

an average of 420 pages. The Majority of instructors were well satisfied,-

with their texts, althoughd,.6 percent indicated.ther definitely planned

'on changing to a. new textbook.' Only 46.2 percent of the 16structors

were allOWed to independently choose their textbook. The rest of the

faculty were either assigned a text, served on-a textbook selection

.
1110
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committee, or had to verify their selectton with the department chair-

person.

None of the other types Of reading,materials were used by as large

a percentage of the instructors as the teKtbook. Although.fhe percentage

of faculty using these other materials is small, laboratory materials
. ,

(16%), collections of reading (35%), reerencepooks (21%), journal/ 4.

magazines. (45%)Pewspapers (23%), and syllabi 'or 'handouts (.69%) all .

added to the students' reading 1.0d. When one adds the textbook reading

to theJotal.grouilmeap fór all the above noted, reading Materials, the .

average readJng,asstgpment in sociology classes is $78 pages.

Grading Practices

Grading practices.in sociology courses were fairly traditional,

except that in nearly one-third of all sociology sections no failing

grades were assigned. In these courses the student either received a

passing grade or "no credit." Table 6 details sociology grading schemes.

Table 6

Grading Practices

4-
Sociology
Classes

Total Sdience
Classes

A B C 0 .F

A B C D/No credtc,

ABC/No 6redit

Pass/Fail

Pass/No Credit

Other.......

69.1

22.3

5.3

1.1

5.3

5.3

73.6

15.3

5.6

1.4

2.8

4.9

We also looked at the extvt to which various classroom activities

determine students' grades.40bjective 'tests were the most prevalent means

of evaluatton, although sociology instructors used a_wide Variety of
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activi.ties. The next most heavily weighted class assignments were essay

exams and papers written out of class.

Table T

Grading Emphasis

CoUnted 25% or
More toward Grade

Soc. Total

Quick score/objective test

Essay exams

Papers written outside
of class

64.9

48.9

33.0

59.6

40.8

8.9

Research reports 10.6 2.7

Participation in class
^ discussion 6.4 1.9

Regularsclass attendance
,

5.3 2.8

i

Oral recitations
n

4.3 1.9

Papers written in class - ,4.3 4.9
-

Field reports 2.1 1A1

Homework
,

2.1 6.5

Nonwritten projects 1:1 1.8

Individual disc. with
instructor 1.1 .8

Workbook completion 1.1 3.5

1'.

Included but
Counted Less than 25%

Soc. Total

.

12.8

18.1

15.3

38.3 25.1

24.5 14.2

53.2, 32.5 ,

48.9 32.0

3.0.9, .16.5

21.3 8.1

22.3 9 2

10.6' 31.5

11.7 8.1

9.6 8.9,

, 6.4 4" 14.1

'4.1044.*

The most commonly used type of test question is multiple response,

which is frequently utilized by .77.7 percebt of the sociology,instructors.

Sociologists ask their students to wrfte essay exams more than tiny other

diseipline. Essay questions are.lrequently used by 62.8 percent of the
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instructors, and seldom used by another 20.2'percent. Completion type
questions were.the only other form.of test item that drew a fairly large

response, used frequently by 14.9 percent and seldom by 25.5 percent.

Instructor Goals and,student Competencies

Although inStructors may desire a wide range of' course outcomes,
we asked them to pick one objective from sets of four that they moist

wanted their students to achieve. The sociologists' responses, which
are shown in Table 8 were quite sto be other social sciences
but revealqd some cle-4age points with the rest of the science faculty.

Instructors also indicated the importance of various student com-
petencies. Specifically, how necessary were these sktlls fo47the student f

to performmell on course exams and quizzes. Table 9 details the re-
sponses of the socii?logy faculty, as.well as the total 'Science faculty,

and the social science instructors (anthropology and interdisciplinary,
psychology, and economics).

Out-of-Class Activities

In additton to classroom activities and course goals, we asked.the

Jnstructors to note which, if any, out-of-class activities were'required

or rearnded. The list of activities included on-campus educational

films, otNer films, field trips,.televiston programs, museum attendance;

volunteer service, outside lectures, and tutoring. None of these activ-
,

ities were required by more than 10 percent of the faculty, although
television programs were recommended.by 64 percent, outSide lectures\ by 52 percent, other films by 47 percent, and on-campus films by 40 per-
cent. All of these percentages are higher than for the stience,faculty

4

as a whole, suggesting that sociology instructors are more likely to

involve th0ir students in out-of-class activities.

Faculty

In 1977, 17 percent of the sociology.faculty had obtained a doctor-

ate degree, 81.9 percent had a master's and 1.1 percent had the
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. Table 8

Desired Qualities' for Students

Desired Qualities

Set 1

Understahd pr'eciate interrelationships
of scten Auld society

4

Understapd Scientific research literature

Apply princlples larned in course to solve
que4tative and/or quantitative problems

,

Devel0 proficiency in lab method and
techniques,of

Set 2

Relate knowledge acquired in-class to real
world systems and problems

4 Understand principles, concepts, and ter-
minology of the discipline

Develop appreciation/understanding of
scientific method

,

Gain "hands-on" or field experience in
applied practice

Set 3

Learn to usetools Of research in the
sciences

Gainkqualiities of mind useful in
further education

Understand self

Develop the ability to think critically.

Sociology Total

52.1

5.3

,39.4

0

26.9

1.5

61.4

8.3

78.7 48.2

18.1 42.6

1 1 2.2

1'1 6.1

1.1 - 8.6

20.2 32.9

28'.7 9.4

47.9 46.6

I.
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Table-9

Desired Student Outcomes

' Soc.

(nm94)
Total ,

(nm1275)
Soc. Sci.
(n=243)

Mastery oi a Skill

Very Important 10.6 51.0 22.2

Not Important 44.7 17.3 32.5

Acquaintance with Concepts of the
Discipline

Very Important 86.2 83.1 84.8

Not Important 2.1 1.3 1.2

Recall'of Specifit Information

Very Important
. 33.0 42.7 43.6

Not Important 12.8 5.7 3.7

Understand Significande of Certain Works,
events, Phenomena

Very Important 53.2 44.9 53.1

Not important
. 4.3 17.2

Ability to Synthesize Course Content

Very Important 62.8 46.5 54 3

-Not Important. 0 10.0 3.7

Relationship of COncepts to Students'
Own Values

Very Important' 59.6 24.0 45.7

Not Important 7.4 35.5 12.8
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bachelor's. The employment status of the faculty was 80.0 percent full-

time, 11.7 percent part-time, and 8.5 percent division chairperson.

The largest percentage of the faculty had been teaching ih a two-

year college for five-to ten years (42.6%). Only '4.3 percent of the

sociology faculty had been hired within the last year or had been at

two-year college more than 20 years, but this was also typical for the

science faculty as a whole.

Many types of Instructional assistance were available to the faculty,

and in most cases 1he faculty utilized these services (Table 10):

Table 10

'Assistance Available to Faculty

Assistance
Available Utilized

6erical help

Media production facilities/assistance

Library/bibliographic assistance

Test-scoring facilities

Tutors-.

Paraprofessional aides

Readers

85.1

74.5

71.3

54.a

35.1

9.6

8.5

78.7

54.3

45.7

30.9

20.2

8.5

3.2

Clerical help is obviou'sly the most popular service,'an is almost

universally utilized when the service is available. Except f r parapro-

_fessional aldes, who are us011y utilized when available, no ot er
, \.

services are as enthusiasticallYi.eceived as clerical help. Per 'of

even greater importance is what the instructors felt they needed t \make

their courses even more effective. The more popular choices are not d\i

Table 11.; r
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Table.11 2

Sociology InstructorS Would Like

Students better prepared to.handle course 53,0

Availability of more medie; 48.9

Instructor releise time 47.9

Professional development opportunities 39.4

Smaller class 39.4

More interaction with *colleagues, administrators 277

Stricter prerequisites 23.4

More clerical'assistance 22.3

0

More readers/paraprofessionals 13 8'

More freedom to choose materials 12.8

.Less than 10 percent selected options such as a latler class, less

interaction from colleagues or admini.strators% feWer prerequisites, or

different course description and goals.

0ISCUSSION

While the data colletted in this study corroborate many of the pre-

vious finding's,.and expand our knowledge about how sociology is taught

in two-year c011eget, in some ways this study 6oints out the need for more

researcplheven more,than it answers old 'questions. -This i. not to down-

grade the importance Of establishing a baseline,of information about

sociology ihstruction, as the neoessity for a good foundation of'know-

leage is clear. But as we begin't; answer basic questions regarding

how many 4in?structors show films, how many studentsare enrolled in each

class, what are'the course goals, etc., the need for further pedagogical

research grows moreAvident.
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Our review of the llteraturp on sociology instructidn establishes

that there are virtually ho undisputed facts regarding a "best" or

"preferred" method of instruction. While almost everyone agrees that

lecture? are often boring, Wnd at tiiiies inappropriate, they are univer-

sally employed. Some educators feel that indicators of an excellent

instructor include the use of a wide range of media and irittructional

techniques, but there is really little evidence to support the notion

that variety equals excellence. In short, all we know about the field

of instruction is that we know very little.

But before going too far into z discussion of the needs for future

research that this study reveals, let us review the implications of the

accumulated data. First, what do the enrollment figures tell us? We

find that sociology, despite,claims of rapidly shritlking enrollments,

'shows an initial enrollment o over 800 suden:ts per year.

ctAs far as classroom activities are concerned, sociologists are

quite similar to other social scientists. They lecture a great dpal,

-but also devote a large block of class time to discussion. As the

literature suggests, sociologists show films much more regularly than

most science instructors. Bradshaw and MtPherron's (1977) recommenda- .

tion that sociology journals should review films as well as- textbooks

certainly bears repeating. A journal like Teaching Sociology could*run

a film column to help sociologists select materials they would like to

use in their classroom.

The reading load assigned by sociology.instructors seems to argue

strongly fer,the use of "streams" of instruction, as there can be no

doubt that manY students would drown amidit the nearly 600 pages of read-

ing that the average sociology instructor assigns. One must wonder what

percentage of sociology students complete'and comprehend their asstgned

.reading. If the curriculum would separate the transfer-oriented students,

then the mijority of courses.could gear reading Content and level to' the

majority of siudents in the class who 'do not intend to go on to a foUr-

year.college. As the'Situation Stands now, where general interest,

occupational, transfiw, remedial,And adult learners are all.grouped
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together, it is impossible to a4ign reading that is appropriate for all

the studentsPerhaps_a_restructuring of the cuOiculum would give

teachersthe Oportunity to Select reading materials that are relevant,,

readable,.and comprehehsible for students in every category,

Similar changes that would tailor instruction to student needs might

be made in the area of.course grades.1,Our iiata reyeal 30 percent of the

courses have no failing grade, While ,the other 70 percent is comprised of

the traditional "A B C D F" scheme, For the student who is taking the

course for general interest, there seems little need to assign a "fail"

grade.. On the other hand, transfer students may find the aversive motiva-

tion of a failing grade helpS them finish reading assignments, attend

class, and write papers. The aCademic world is competitive. We would

therefore recommend that all nontransfer "streams" should utilize non-7

punitive grading, but that the transfer "streams" should consider main-

taining the "fail" grade. Perhaps the American Sociological Association

Task Group on Undergraduate Teachig could conduct a study to see-if

different grading formats affect student motiVation, attendance, and per:

formance, with a particular emphasis on the differential performance of

various student groups.

The need to "stream" both students and instruction is also in issue

when examining the instructors' course goils. It is rather surprisfng that

in a forced choice situation, more than four times as many sociology in-

structors chose "Relate knowledge acquired in clas; to real world systems

and problems" over "Understand principles, concepts, and terminology of

the discipline." The latter goal would align itself more with a four-

year college orientation, and so perhaps it is a good sign that.so many

instructorts chose the less theoretical and more practical alternative.

Two-year college sociologists also gave i fair amount of support (20%)

to the goal "Understand stlf," which is generally not acknowledged as a

legitimate goal in four-year institutions. ,But should not students know

their instructors' goals before the class begins? The serious transfer

student might be more inclined to take courses where instructors' goals

are closely parallel with uniyersity offerings, but perhaps the adult

learner or occupational student would seek out the instructor who is

zzi'people" rather than "theory" oriented.
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Typically, sociologists hold "critical thinking" as a primary course

goal. Two-year college sociologists also strongly uphold this objective,

but some studies question whether sociology courses teach critical think-

ing at all. If this trait is to remain a widely-held goal, then inttruc-

tors should begin to evaluate whether their course Teally impacts the

students' ability to think. No one would question the legitimacy of the

goal, but if the goal is rarely accomplished, perhaps it is unrealistic:

Certainly instructors should be aware if their course goals are being

accomplished, but one senses that perhaps this is not the case.

The data do show that two-year colleges are employing a more highly=

degreed faculty, as 17 percent of the sociology instructors_hold the',

doctorate. Unfortunately, our study does not reveal the area in which

an individual achieved his/her highest degree, but it would be interest-

ing lo see if Stoddard's (1968) claim that two-year college faculty lack

professionalism and'have little-sociological background is still true.

We suspect that the faculty hired in the last ten years have appreciably ,

upgraded the two-year college faculty and Stoddard's claims are no longer

$.0)'

Not surprisingly, the instructors 'expressed a desire for more qua1i,;,

fied and better prepared students, more Media, release time, professional

development, and smaller classes.' ObviouSly little can be doneg improve

the students' background once they are enrO\led in college, exaept if more

prerequisites were used. But While 53 percent of the faculty wanted

better students, only 23 percent desired stricter prerequisites.

In pony ways this study points out a lack of knowledge about the

'teaching-learning process, about what instructional methods work best for

different personality. types. Perhaps "flexibility" helps a teacher who

teaches by lecture-discussion, but hinders a teacher who uses PSI. While

there seems to be little agreement over how to choose an "effective"

ihstructor, there also seems to be little effort to find the answer to
4

'the question.

The literature clearly Shows that every methodology worki well for

some, poorly for others. In Dateline'7,9 Cohen (1969) predicts that
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colleges will match teachers with teaching-styles,'and learners with

learning styles. Now 1 is 1979, but our progrets in these areas is

almost nonexistent. The enormity of the,research efforts needed in

these areas clearly points up-the need for large scale federally-funded

research.

I/

CONCLUSION

Sociology education i firmly entrenched-in the two-year College

curriculum, and though there are some grave predictions of a dark futures

few signs indicate that sociology is,in any serious trouble. In fact,,

-.at least one sociology course is offered at virtually every two-year

college in the United States at some point in the academic year.

The average two-year college offers nearly four different courses

'in sociology, and almost 23 sections per atadeMic year. Projecting these

figures to the universe of two-year colleges, we findthat approximately

28,000 sections of sociology are offered per year. Coupled with an

average section enrollment of 35 students, sociology's yearly enrollment

is nearly one million students.

Perhaps the major problem confronting sociology lies inAhe fact

that the general populace is not well informed about the.scope, limita-

tions, and boundaries of the discipline. Unfortunately, there'is little

agreement on these issues within the academic community, so the Chances

of students' obtaining a clear understanding of the nature of the dis-

tipline appear to be diMinishelk

The sociology curriculum is mainly comprised of-courses whose Jargest

common denominator seeMs to be a traditional format and approach. Mddular

packages and "streams" of instructfon are ideas well suited to the two:-

year college as it exists today, but implementatton of these concepts has'

. been slow. Because radital departures from the current curriculum are '

expensive to implement, and there are no guarantees that experimentation

will be-successful, few community colleges are going to actively pursue

a gOal of curriculum reform. Therefore it seems clear .that funding for

these experiments must coMe from either the NSF or the ASA if two-year
,

colleges are to be encodNed to be innovative.
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Me-instructional methodologies employed,by sociology instructors"

are quite similat4 to other social science instructors. They also use

similar testing devices and hold similar course goals. But since little

is known about the various methodologies and technologies as-far as

their effectiveness is concerned, much progress must be made i.n educa-

tional research to determine the efficacy of the.components of the -

teaching process.

Fortunately, the ASA'seems to be in tune with the problems and needs

of undergraduate sociology. Solutions will not be easy to develop or

implement; but the commitment of professional sociologists to the growth,

and development of their discipline should insure a 'bright future for

sociology.

4.5
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Region 1 NORTHEAST

ConnectiOt

Greater Hartford
Mitchell
Quinebaug

Massachusetts

Bay Path
Bunker Hill
Mt. Wachusett

Maine

UnNersity of Maine/
Augusta

New Hampshire

New Hampshire Tech.
White Pines

New_York

Cayuga County
Genesee
Hudson Valley
North Country

Vermont

Champlain
Vermont Col. of

Norwich U.

Region 2 MIDDLE STATES

Delaware

Delaware Tech. and C.C./
Terry Campus

Goldey Beacom
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*Maryland

Dundalk
Hagerstown
Harford
Howard
Villa Julie

New Jersey

Atlantic (-I
Middlesex County

Penntivania

Allegheny County/Boyce Campus
Delaware County
Harcum
Keystone
Northampton County
Northeastern Christian

West Virginia

West Virginia Northern
Potomac State

Region 3 SOUTH

Alabama.

James Faulkner State
John C. Calhoun State
Lurleen B. Wallace State
Northwest Alabama State

Arkansas'

Central Baptist
Migsissippi. County

Westark



Florida

Brevard
Edison

Florida
Palm Beach
Seminole
Valencia

Georgia

Atlanta
Bainbridge
Clayton'
Floyd -

Georgia Military
Middle Georgia
South Georgia

KentuckK

Southeast

Mississippi

Itawamba
Mary Holmes .

Mississippi tulf Coast/
JeffersonoDavis 'Campus

Pearl River
Souttmest Mississippi
Wood

North Carolina

Chowan C011ege
Coastal Carolina
Edgecombe Tech.
Halifax City Tech.

Lenoir
Richmondlech.
Roanoka-Chowan Tech.
Wake. Tech,

APPENDIX A (continued).

4)

'South Carolina

Greenville Tech. -

'University of South Carolina/

Lancaster
1.

4

JORP_Mt

JackSon State
Martin
Morrtstown
Shelby hate

Texas-----
V

..

.

Angelina
Lamar University/Orange Branch

San Antonio
'Vernon Regional
Weatherford a

Virginia
a

Central Va.
Northern Va./Alexandria
New River
SoUtpern Seminary
Tidewater
.Thomas,NelSon
Wytheville

Region-4 MIDWEST

Illinois

Central YMCA
41anviller6

Highland
Kishwaukeen
Lincoln Land
Oakton
Waubonsee
William Rainey Hai-per

c
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_Igwa

Clinton
Hawkeye Institute of Technology
Indian Hills ,

.fowa Lakes

Marshalltown
Southeastern



Nicivigan

2ay de Noc
Delta
Kalamazoo Valley
Kirtland,

Monroe County
Oakland
Suomi

Minnesota

APPENDIX A (cOntinued)

Austin
North Henngpin
Northland
University of Minnesota Tech.

Missouri

St. Paul's
Three Rivers

n I

Nebraska
"tr

Metropolitan Tech.
Platte Tech.

Ohio

Edison/State
Loraine County
Northwest Tech..
Shawnee .State 4
Sinclair
University of Toledo,

Comm. and Tech:

Wisconsin

District One Tech.
'Lakeshore Tech.
MilWiukee Area,Tech.
University Center System/Sheboygan
Western Witconsin Tech.

e

Regign 5 MOUNTAIN PLAIN

Colorado

Arapahoe
.Community College of Denvqr

Auraria Campus-
Morgan
Northeastern

Kansas

Barton County_
Central
Coffeyville,
Hesston
St. John's

Montana

Miles

lorth Dakota

North Dakota St. 'Sch. of Science

Oklahoma
I --'

Connors State
Hillsdale Five Will Baptist
,Nprthern Oklahoma
South Oklahoma City
St. Gregory's

South pakota

Presentation

Utah.

College of Eastern Utah
Utah Tech.

omi ng

Central Wyoming



jtegion 6 WEST

!klaska ,

Ketthikan

Arizona

Cochise
Pima

Califgrnia

-American River
Butte
Citrus
College of San Mateo
College of the Desert
College of the Sequoias
Fresno City College
Hartnell
Lassen
Los'Angeles Pierce
,Mendocino
Merced
Mt. San Jacinto
Saddleback
San BernardintrValley
San Diego Mesa
Santa Rosa

Nevada

Clark County

Oregon

Chemeketa
Mt. Wood
Umpqua

Green River
-Lower Columbia
Peninsula
South Seattle
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4.

ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior College§

96 Powell Library Building
University of Ca,Jifornia

Los Angeles, California 90024

FEB 2 2, 1980


